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LUXAFLEX® DUETTE®

Shades Collection

Clean Fresh Style

For Translucent Fabrics:
Bathtub# Cleaning - Water Immersion

One look and you can see that LUXAFLEX® DUETTE® Shades are fashionable, easy to clean and are
designed to be dust resistant. So, when life’s little accidents happen, it is good to know that DUETTE®

Shades can be cleaned right in your own bathtub#! Here’s how.

www.luxaflex.com.au 

Step 1.
Fill a tub with warm water and mild detergent.
Immerse the fabric of the shade into the water, being
sure not to submerge the headrail.

Step 2.
Rinse with clean water.

Step 3.
Before removing from the rinse water, fully close the
shade and tilt it to allow excess water to drain off.

Step 4.
Reinstall the damp shade, lower it and let it dry 
completely.

# Not suitable for blockout fabrics with metallised linings.

Other Cleaning Methods
Dust
In most cases light dusting is 
all the cleaning that is required.
Compressed air or a hair dryer on a 
low setting will also remove dirt or
dust from shades.

Vacuum
For deeper cleaning, vacuum with a 
brush attachment.

Spot Clean
Prepare a solution of warm water
and mild detergent, dampen a clean
white cloth and gently dap the spot.
Note: Rubbing can damage fabrics.

Professional Services#

Professional ultrasonic cleaning 
services are an effective means of 
cleaning translucent fabrics.

DUETTE® Shades Collection Fabrics

Classic Nightfall Symphony Midnight Batiste Sheer Vintage Architella Architella 
Opaque

Size

10mm � �

20mm � � � � � � �

Construction

Single � � � � � � �

Architella � �

Opacity

Translucent � � � � �

Sheer �

Blockout � � �

LUXAFLEX® Fire Retardancy Index*

Colour Ignitability 
Index [0-20]

Spread of Flame 
Index [0-10]

Heat Evovled 
Index [0-10]

Smoke Developed 
Index [0-10]

10mm Classic 0 0 0 0-1

10mm Nightfall 0 0 0 0-1

20mm Symphony 0 0 0 2

20mm Midnight 0 0 0 2

20mm Sheer 0 0 0 0-1

20mm Batiste 0 0 0 0-1

20mm Panache 0 0 0 0-1

20mm Panache Opaque 0 0 0 0-1

* Complies with the General Requirements of the Building Code of Australia for Fire Hazard Properties of materials in buildings.
**The R-values are the combined measurement of 3mm (one-eighth inch) CI glass (R=0.127) plus the window covering and are reported in metric SI units. Thermal properties are determined by a certified third party laboratory utilising accepted ASTM, NFRC and WES  
   standards and procedures. Measurements may vary based on window type and method of installation.

^Savings are based on the installation of fully-recessed, reveal-mounted DUETTE® Architella Opaque Shades in an average home in Sydney, compared with the House Energy Rating standard of Holland Blinds from AccuRate, in that home.   
  These calculations have been modelled by an independent third party.  Savings will vary based on the window type and installation.
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Five Easy Steps to selecting your perfect LUXAFLEX® DUETTE® Shades window fashion

www.luxaflex.com.au 

The Translucent Fabric Range
Available in either 10mm Classic or 20mm Symphony, the 
translucent fabrics gently filter light entering the room, whilst 
maintaining privacy and protecting your furniture from the sun’s 
harmful rays. These ranges feature the largest colour palette in 
the LUXAFLEX® DUETTE® Shades Collection. 

The Designer Fabric Range
Encompassing three individually unique fabric ranges which
each add an element of style and sophistication to any room.
Vintage is a translucent fabric which uses 40% recycled
polyester fibres from post-consumer  textiles and plastics and
features a linear pattern in natural hues.

Sheer is a translucent fabric which provides a softer, gentler light 
filtering effect and allows for the outside view to be maintained.
When combined with a Blockout fabric, the ultimate light control
solution is provided with the Duo-Lite Design Option.

With its intended variations in the weave, Batiste Fabric
contributes to a natural, textured look. This translucent fabric adds 
an element of nature and understated beauty to any room. 

The Blockout Fabric Range
The metallised lining of 10mm Nightfall and 20mm Midnight
makes both these fabric ranges undoubtedly blockout allowing 
for complete internal privacy and room darkening.

The Architella Collection
The DUETTE® Architella Shades Collection is the ultimate in 
energy efficient design. The DUETTE® Architella Collection 
features the patented honeycomb within-a-honeycomb 
construction providing superior energy savings giving every 
shade a consistent and luminous appearance.

The 20mm Panache (translucent) and Panache Opaque
(blockout) fabrics range offers a subtle, swirling look with a soft 
texture and smooth finish. The colour palette is heavily neutral 
with splashes of earthen tones.

The new 20mm Elan (translucent) and Elan Opaque (blockout) 
offers a refined shimmering and luminous fabric range with a 
linen texture. The modern colour palette includes a collection of 
bold colours and warm hues.

The 10mm cell size is available in the translucent Classic Fabric
and blockout Nightfall Fabric. The 10mm honeycomb cell size
provides a refined, subtle and timeless look to any window 
fashion.

For a bold, chic and contemporary look, the larger 20mm
honeycomb cell size is available in Symphony, Midnight, Batiste,
Sheer, Vintage and the Architella Collection Fabrics.

With an extensive choice of fabric ranges in a vast variety of colours & textures, it is easy to 
find a look to complement any décor. LUXAFLEX® DUETTE® Shades Fabric ranges can suit 
contemporary, traditional and modern styles and even include fabric ranges which are
energy efficient and environmentally friendly. While the colour palettes range from warm, 
muted hues to neutral, earthen shades to vibrant, bold tones.

LUXAFLEX® DUETTE® Shades are available in three
distinct opacities Translucent: gently filtering light, 
whilst maintaining privacy, Blockout: providing the 
ultimate in light and privacy control, and Sheer:
allowing the outside view to be maintained whilst
gently filtering the light.
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LUAXFLEX DUETTE® Shades have a selection of easy-to-use, 
innovative and child safe operating systems.

Operating Systems
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Design options 

         to suit almost 

every window size.

ULTRAGLIDE® Shades
Self lowering feature with  
a constant cord length for  
effortless operation.

Standard Cord Lock
For a traditional look that 
adapts to any window with 
the cords neatly secured by 
cleats.

LiteRise Shades
Cordless operating system 
with a clean appearance and 
enhanced child safety.

PowerRise Shades
Coordinated control with 
the touch of a button. Hard-
wired motorised shades also  
available.

EasyRise Shades
Continous cord loop operation 
for easy lifting of even large 
shades

Skylight

Specialty Shapes

Ideal for skylight, sloping 
windows or any hard to reach 
windows.

Duo-Lite

Design Options

Combines fabrics on the one 
shade for the ultimate in  
versatility, privacy and light 
control.

Top Down/Bottom Up
Increase your window covering 
flexibility with total light and  
privacy control with a Top Down 
/ Bottom Up solution.

Vertiglide Shades
Cordless side-to-side operation, 
ideal for sliding doors in either 
left, right, centre, split or Duo-Lite 
Design Options.

Shapes
The perfect solution for almost 
any window. Operable shape 
shades available.

LUXAFLEX® DUETTE® Shades are one of the most unique
window fashions with honeycomb construction. The honeyomb
cell acts as an insulator trapping air within the cell, reducing
heat gain in summer, and keeping your home cooler, while
reducing heat loss in winter keeping you warmer. 

As most of your home energy escapes through uncovered
windows, you can provide insulation with either the single cell
fabrics or upgrade to the Architella Fabrics for superior energy 
efficiency.

DUETTE® Shades
A product’s “R-value” is a measurement of its ability to resist heat
flow. In a home during winter, R-values indicate the ability of 
walls, roofs & windows to keep the heat inside. The higher its
R-value, the more insulation a product provides. A fully-recessed, 
reveal-mounted DUETTE® Architella Shade can increase the
R-value of a 3mm single glazed window from 0.13 to 0.78,
reducing the heat transfer through that window by 83%.
Independent modelling has shown that this in turn can reduce 
an average home’s heating costs by up to 43%^.
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Designs by Lifting System
LUXAFLEX® DUETTE® Shades offer the largest variety of innovative 
lifting systems for state-of-the-art convenience. Systems range
from cordless to retractable cords to motorised operation.

Bottom Up Top Down Top Down /
Bottom Up Duo-Lite

ULTRAGLIDE® � � � �

LiteRise � � �

EasyRise � � �

Standard Cord Lock � � � �

Vertiglide � �

Skylight �

PowerRise �

Motorised �


